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The Spoke-Back Sofa - 1789

With buttons, plain

upholstery

, D: 76,5 cm

H: 86 cm, Sh: 40 cm

Weight: 33 kg, Cbm: 0m³

Fredericia Furniture A/S offers a five-year guarantee against manufacturing defects in

standard products (materials and construction). Wear and damage to covers, surface

treatment, inappropiate use and the like are not covered by the warranty.

GUARANTEE

Leather buttons for cushions with fabric.

Leaf to the left.

ACCESSORIES

Fabric group: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

Leather group: 1, 2, 3.

UPHOLSTERY

Beech lacquered, Beech soap, Black lacquered, Oak oil treated clear, Oak soap treated, Oak

standard lacquer, Oak white oiled

WOODS

Solid oak frame, seat or back cushions in leather or fabric.

CONSTRUCTION

Mogensen designed the sofa in 1945 as a daybed and chaise longue hybrid, with a hinged side.

The exposed construction was too sophisticated for modest post-war culture and the sofa did

not go into production until 1962.

DESCRIPTION
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C o l o u r  w o r l d s 
by  F r e d e r i c i a 

To help you navigate the vast swathes of fabrics, 

leathers and colours available, Fredericia has 

curated a refined materials toolbox to help make 

your choices as simple as possible.

Choosing the right upholstery to complement 

your interior can be quite a journey. The 

choice of fabric, leather and colour is  

crucial in the expression of each furniture 

piece and the role it plays in the interior – 

whether the style evokes classic restraint,  

contemporary boldness or daring creativity.

Fredericia’s timeless mix of soft, natural 

shades rooted in Scandinavian nature 

stands outside of fast-moving trends with a 

long-lasting style that reflects the spirit of 

your time and place.

 

The fabrics produce a variety of tactile 

experiences that gravitate from heavy to 

light, from delicate to bold, and from calm 

to lively - awakening the senses in the 

ambience you want to create.

 

Dive into Fredericia’s world of colours and 

create your own unique piece of furniture.


























































